Backhoe Auxiliary
Hydraulic Kits
for New Holland

Coneqtec introduces their new auxiliary hydraulic kits for the New Holland B95C
TLBs without existing auxiliary hydraulics

TLBs with factory single direction auxiliary hydraulics

Single Direction Kit

Conversion Single to Dual/Single Direction Kit

to run a hammer or compaction plate.

for those that need the ability to run dual direction
attachments as well. This kit will use the existing factory
single direction valve, boom tubes and swing tower
hoses. The conversion kit includes a dual direction valve
add-on, hoses that run underneath the machine, and all
necessary electrical components to complete the kit.

Dual/Single Direction Combination Kit
capable of running a thumb or auger, as well as your
single direction attachments.
These kits contain everything you need to add the
auxiliary hydraulics – valve, hoses, boom tubes, and
electrical. The valve will include a 6-position flow
selector (installed next to the left hand door) that
will allow you to easily choose from 6 preset
flow settings (8, 13, 18, 22, 26, 30 GPM)
to adjust the flow provided to
attachments without the
need for tools.

Four Corner Strobe Light Kit
The four corner strobe light kit is an excellent safety
addition. This strobe kit gives improved visibility in high
traffic situations. The lights mount just above the existing
turn signals, but still below the top of the cab. We stock
many different strobes, beacons, work lights and guards.

Front Fenders

Stabilizer Guards
Our stabilizer guards should be added to any rental, municipal,
or field units that are involved in demolition, loading rock or
concrete, or moving heavy objects that could cause damage to
the stabilizer cylinder rods if accidentally dropped. Guards are
easily installed, and compatible with all factory stabilizer pads.

Add front fenders to your backhoe to minimize damage
to windshields, machines, machine operators and
oncoming traffic, due to flying mud and debris. The
rugged, easy to install design makes these fenders a
must have on municipal, rental, and owner-operated
tractors where frequent ‘roading’ is performed. Kingpin
mounting allows fenders to turn with the wheels.

1000W Block Heater
Our 1000W block heater can be added to the new Tier 4
engines, and has a standard 110V 6’ cord.
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